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Type II Ge clathrates are the materials structured by Ge20 and Ge28 atomic cages. In the cages, metallic 

atoms are generally included during the synthesis as guest atoms. However, in the case of Na included type II 

Ge clathrate, atomic concentrations of Na are decreased from the cage structure by an annealing process after 

the synthesis. Na removed type II Ge clathrates is known to have a semiconductive properties with 1.2 eV of 

direct band gap. Such characteristics arouse interests as a novel photo-absorption material for solar cells. 

However, the general preparation process results in the powder shapes of type II Ge clathrates. The powder 

shapes cause difficulties on characterizations of semiconducting properties and fabrication of electronic 

devices. In this work, formations of type II Ge clathrate film on sapphire substrate were conducted using a-Ge 

films deposited by sputtering. In addition, optimization works were conducted by changing the annealing 

conditions for the precursor preparation in order to reduce the amorphous phase in the films. 
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 Type II Ge clathrates are the materials structured by Ge20 and Ge28 atomic cages. In the cages, metallic 
atoms are generally included during the synthesis as guest atoms. However, in the case of Na included 
type II Ge clathrate, atomic concentrations of Na are decreased from the cage structure by an annealing 
process after the synthesis. Na removed type II Ge clathrates is known to have a semiconductive properties 
with 1.2 eV of direct band gap. Such characteristics arouse interests as a novel photo-absorption material 
for solar cells. However, the general preparation process results in the powder shapes of type II Ge clathrates. 
The powder shapes cause difficulties on characterizations of semiconducting properties and fabrication of 
electronic devices. In this work, formations of type II Ge clathrate film on sapphire substrate were conducted 
using a-Ge films deposited by sputtering. In addition, optimization works were conducted by changing the 
annealing conditions for the precursor preparation in order to reduce the amorphous phase in the films.
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図２， ３時間のAr熱処理によりサファイア基板上に合成し

たNaxGe136膜およびa-Geのラマンスペクトル

図３， ６時間のAr熱処理によりサファイア基板上に合成し

たNaxGe136膜表面および裏面におけるラマンスペク

トル




